
Project Assignment 1  
CC1310 LaunchPad Project 

 
Problem Statement 
 
The performance of any wireless communication systems may considerably be affected 
by the antenna type used by end systems, in terms of reachability and RF coupling.  For 
this reason, the radiation pattern of the PCB antenna included in the CC1310 Launch Pad 
is investigated in this assignment. The CC1310 is an ultra-low power wireless 
microcontroller running the IEEE802.15.4g protocol which is well suited to implement 
Internet of Things applications. The idea is to estimate the radiation pattern of this built-
in antenna on both the azimuth and elevation planes. 
 
Components 
 

1. Two (2) CC1310 Launch Pads (Radio boards). 
2. Code Composer Studio 7.0 or later (Software to program, compile, load and debug 

your code in the device). 
3. One (1) PC to connect one CC1310 Launch Pad as the Device Under Test – DUT. 
4. One (1) PC or 5 Volts USB battery to feed the transmitting CC1310 Launch pad. 

 
Procedure 
 
You will be provided with the necessary code to run this experiment. Your task is to 
perform the experiment following the steps described below: 

1. Open CCS, select Resource Explorer and install the TI-RTOS for CC13xx and CC26XX. 

 

2. Connect the DUT to the PC USB port and then load and run the project wsnConcentrator on it.  
3. Open a serial port terminal (like Hyperterminal, putty, etc) to display the RSSI (Received Signal 

Strength Indicator) collected every time the DUT receives a packet. The parameters for this serial 
connection are: baud rate 115200, no parity bit, one stop bit. 

4. Load and run the project wsnNode on the second CC1310 LaunchPad. 
5. Adjust the distance between the antennas to 50 cm, that is, they are in the far-field region. This 

separation distance is fixed for all measurements. 
6. Start collecting data by facing the two launch pads. Then move around the 50 cm circle, the 

LaunchPad running the wsnNode program in steps of 10 degrees relative to the previous position. 



Note that the device moving along the circumference must also rotate on itself in order to always 
face the other device located at the center using the edge of the PCB containing the antenna. To 
collect data at any location, press button 1 to send a packet from wsnNode and record the RSSI at 
the DUT. The RSSI is a measure of the received power PR. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 

                                                         
 

 
7. Record all the measurements in the table below, and plot the data in a polar chart. 

 

 
Transmitting Antenna =      Receiving Antenna =      
 
f   =    Hz 
 
r   =    m (horizontal distance between two antennas) 
 
h1 =    m (height of antenna 1, TX) 
 
h2 =    m (height of antenna 2, RX) 
 
 

The plotted data corresponding to the Radiation Pattern of the PCB Antenna are in the form of Insertion 
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where PR is the received power and PT is the transmitted power. 

 
PT =   14 dBm 
 
max PR =   dBm  (used to calculate normalized values) 
 

50cm 



Normalized (dB) = PR (dBm) – max PR (dBm) 
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10     190    

20     200    

30     210    

40     220    

50     230    

60     240    

70     250    

80     260    

90     270    

100     280    

110     290    

120     300    

130     310    

140     320    

150     330    

160     340    

170     350    

180     360    

 
8. The previous results correspond to the azimuth radiation pattern. To get the elevation pattern, 

rotate the DUT 90 degrees and repeat steps 6 and 7. 

 
Analysis 
 

1. What is the maximum directivity of the PCB antenna in the azimuth plane? 
2. What is the maximum directivity of the PCB antenna in the elevation plane? 


